
Pension Governance & Risk Management
Best Practices for the Canadian Market



Agenda

• Governance
• Key players 
• What is governance?
• Why is governance important?
• CAPSA Regulatory principles
• Governance and other policies

• Risk Management
• Barriers to risk management
• Best practices in risk management
• Risk management techniques
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Key Players – Roles & Responsibilities

• Plan Sponsor

• Record-keeper / Administrator

• Plan Members

• Service Providers
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Role of Plan Sponsor

• Establishes plan

• Contributes to plan

• Develops funding policy (DB plan)

• Takes on funding risk (DB plan)

• Amends plan

• Terminates plan
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Role of Plan Record-Keeper 
Administrator

• Interprets plan 

• Communicates with members

• Selects and supervises service providers

• Prepares investment and governance policies

• Invests plan assets
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Role of Members

• Reduced role in defined benefit plan 

• In member directed defined contribution plan, 
members responsible for selecting investment 
options and monitoring investments (members 
bear investment risk)

• Members  do have other obligations
– For example, communicating personal information 

(and changes) 
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Example Service Providers

• Actuaries (if defined benefit pension plan)

• Trustees & custodian

• Investment managers

• Consultants (including investment consultants)

• Pension & Benefits Lawyers
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What is Governance?

• “The structure and processes in place for the 
effective administration of the pension plan to 
ensure the fiduciary responsibilities of the plan 
administrator are met.”

• “The objective of plan governance is to enable 
the plan administrator to deliver on the pension 
promise consistent with the pension plan 
documents and applicable legislation.”
- Canadian Association of Pension Supervisory Authorities 
(CAPSA)
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What is Good Governance?

“Good pension plan governance requires control 
mechanisms that encourage good decision making, 
proper and efficient practices, clear accountability, and 
regular review and evaluation.  It contributes to positive 
pension plan performance and demonstrates due diligence 
by the plan administrator.”

- CAPSA 
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Why Is Governance Important?

Good governance:
✓ Contributes to positive plan performance

✓ Helps reduce errors

✓ Helps ensure a secure retirement for  
employees

✓ Reduces potential liability
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CAPSA Principles and Guidelines

• CAPSA has published several guidelines in 
respect of pension plans

• Guidelines do not have the force of law but are 
considered “best practices”

• Guidelines available at: www.capsa-acor.org
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Pension Regulation

What is CAPSA?

• Canadian Association of Pension Supervisory Authorities
• A national association of pension regulators 
• Established in 1974
• Facilitate an efficient and effective pension regulatory 

system
• Develop practical solutions to further the coordination 

and harmonization of pension regulators across Canada
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CAPSA Principles of Good Governance

• 11 principles of good governance
• Self-assessment questionnaire

• if followed, should assist with minimizing 
potential liability

CAPSA has established: 
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CAPSA Principles of Good Governance

1 Fiduciary responsibility

2. Governance framework

3. Roles and responsibilities

4. Performance monitoring

5. Knowledge and skills

6. Governance information

7. Risk management

8. Oversight and compliance

9. Transparency and accountability

10. Code of conduct and conflict of interest

11. Governance review
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Best Practices: CAPSA Guidelines

• Guideline No. 1: Flexible Pension Plans

• Guideline No. 2: Electronic Communication

• Guideline No. 3: Capital Accumulation Plans

• Guideline No. 4: Pension Plan Governance

• Guideline No. 5: Fund Holder Arrangements

• Guideline No. 6: Prudence Standard

• Guideline No. 7: Pension Plan Funding Policy 

• Guideline No. 8: Defined Contribution Plans

• Guideline No. 9: Un-locatable Members of Plans
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Guideline No. 3: Capital Accumulation Plans

• Applies to capital accumulation plans (tax assisted 
investment or savings plans that allow members to 
make investment decisions among two or more 
investment options)

• Purpose is to (a) clarify rights and responsibilities 
of plan sponsors, service providers and members; 
and (b) ensure members are provided with 
sufficient information

• Provides guidelines on setting up CAP; providing 
investment information and decision making tools 
to members; introducing, maintaining and 
terminating CAP
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CAP Guideline No. 3 – Investment Selection
• When selecting the various investment options, the plan administrator to 

consider:
– Purpose of the plan (funding long term retirement benefits)
– Number of investment options 
– Ongoing appropriateness of the options offered
– Fees associated with each option
– Plan demographics (especially age)
– Degree of diversification
– Liquidity and risks of each option

• Review service providers periodically
– Member complaints?
– Consider action if issues identified

• Review investment options periodically
– At least annually
– Take action if criteria not being met
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CAP Guidelines No. 3 – Member Tools

• The CAP sponsor should provide CAP members with 
investment decision-making tools to assist the members in 
making investment decisions within the plan

• To decide which types of information and decision-making 
tools to provide to CAP members, the CAP sponsor should 
consider:
– the purpose of the plan
– what types of decisions members must make
– cost of the information and decision-making tools
– the location, diversity and demographics of the members
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CAP Guideline No. 3 – Member 
Communications

• Annual statements

• Notice of changes to investment options

• Reporting on investment performance
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CAP Guideline No. 3 – Investments and Fees

• For each investment fund that is an investment option 
available in the plan, the CAP sponsor should provide CAP 
members with the following information:

– Name of the investment fund and names of all 
investment management companies responsible for the 
day-to-day management of fund assets

– Investment objective of the fund

– Types of investments the fund may hold

– Description of risks associated with investing in the fund

– where a member can obtain more information 
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No. 3 – CAP Guidelines – Fees

• The CAP sponsor should provide CAP members with the 
description and amount of all fees, expenses and penalties 
relating to the plan that are borne by the members

– Fees include those incurred when investments are bought 
or sold, fund management fees, costs of accessing 
information or tools, record keeping fees  

– Fund operating expenses (including audit, legal and 
custodial fees, cost of financial statements and other 
reports or filings, taxes, transfer agency and bookkeeping 
fees) 

– Transfer fees (including penalties, book and market value 
adjustments).
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CAP Guideline No. 3 – Record Retention

• Maintain records, either internally or through a 
service provider 

• Establish a retention policy describing the types 
of documents to be retained, how long various 
types of documents should be retained, and who 
can access documents 

• Review records periodically
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CAP Guideline No. 8 - DC Pension Plans

• Applies to DC plans and plans with DC 
components

• Supplements other CAPSA Guidelines that apply 
to DC plans 

• Purpose is to clarify rights and responsibilities of 
DC plan administrators, sponsors and others and 
provide DC plan administrators with guidance 
regarding tools and information to provide to 
members

• Revised Guideline published February 2019
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CAP Guideline No. 8 –
Estimates / Projections

• “…should be written using plain language, and in a 
format that assists in readability and comprehension”

• Estimates and projections
– “Should” provide members with information and tools to 

help them estimate retirement benefits
– “Should” provide annual estimate of the account value at 

retirement
– “Should consider providing” an annual estimate of 

retirement benefits
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CAP Guideline No. 8 – Estimates / 
Projections

• Assumptions must be reasonable (prudence), 
reviewed periodically, and clearly disclosed to 
members

• State how the estimate can be affected if 
different assumptions are used

• State actual value and benefits may differ from 
estimates

• State other sources of income may be necessary 
to achieve retirement goals
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• For members approaching the payout phase:
– Information regarding all retirement products 

available 
– Information to assist members in making informed 

decisions
– Fees payable if account moved to post-plan account 

with current service provider
– Members should consider obtaining advice in 

addition to information provided by administrator

CAP Guideline No. 8 – Payout Phase
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CAP Guideline No. 8 – Members

• Accountable for investment decisions and 
responsible for continually assessing whether 
retirement needs and goals will be achieved 

• Consider obtaining investment advice in addition 
to using information and tools provided by the 
plan administrator 

• Notify the plan administrator of personal data 
errors and keeping investment instructions up to 
date 
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Common DC Plan Issues

• Investment issues
• Out-of-date SIPPs

• Plan documentation issues
• Communication materials out-of-date
• Member communications inconsistent with plan text
• Late or missing regulatory filings

• Funding issues
• Missed or late contributions
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Regulatory Risks for DC PPs

• Regulatory action by the pension regulator
– Pension regulators recently focusing on DC 

audits 
– FSRA examines various pension plans and has 

authority to impose administrative penalties
• Regulatory action by the Canada Revenue Agency

– In certain (extreme) cases, a plan’s registration 
under the Income Tax Act can be revoked
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Fiduciary Risks

• Example DC pension plans.

• The most significant fiduciary risks facing Canadian 
employers relating to DC pension plans are:

– appropriateness of member investment options

– access to investment information, education and tools

– competitiveness of DC fees 

– risk that members will make improper selection and 
that selections are not supervised 

– lack of documentation of decision-making
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Risk Management Techniques

• Learn and understand major types of risk

• Review all issues with a view to potential risks 
and mitigating risks

• Establish a risk management team

• Create a communications team

• Create a complaints response team
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Risk Management Techniques

• Keep a record of reasons for each decision

• Keep up-to-date on legal and other 
developments

• Engage in continuous education and review of 
process

• Learn from past experience
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Risk Management Techniques

• The best protection is a strong governance model and 
adherence to best practices

– Good governance emphasizes process, not results

– Having good processes might not stop some members 
from making claims, but will provide a strong defence
against liability

• Fiduciary insurance can provide a secondary source of 
“protection”
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Barriers to Risk Management

• Knowledge constraints

• Lack of understanding of importance of good 
governance and risks of poor governance

• Confusion interpreting current rules

• Economic constraints

• Limited resources

• Caps on service provider spend
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Risk Management Techniques

1.  Maintaining a solid governance framework

– Itemize all the plan-related responsibilities 
(see roles and responsibilities table)

– Identify gaps and clearly define any parties 
responsible for: 
• making recommendations

• decision making

• reporting to the committee/Board, etc.
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Risk Management Techniques

2.  Decision-making process

– Identify where a fiduciary duty is owed to plan 
members

– Ensure that several reasonable options are considered
– Seek impartial advice where appropriate
– Decisions must be informed and reasonable, not 

necessarily perfect 
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Risk Management Techniques

3.  Document and Archive

– Document due diligence process and all decisions 
thoroughly

– Discoverability principle – keep pension records, 
employee communications
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Risk Management Techniques

• Consider multiple service providers before 
selecting one

• Does the provider service agreement hold the 
provider to a high standard of conduct, and not 
unduly limit the provider’s liability? 

• How deep is your knowledge of the service 
providers?

Retention of Expert Advisors and Service Providers: 
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Risk Management Techniques

• Due Diligence
• What can an individual do to ensure due 

diligence?
✓ Prepare for meeting 
✓ Know how the Plans works
✓ Know the other players and their roles 
✓ Read materials/reports
✓ Ask questions
✓ Acquire knowledge and skills (fiduciary and 

pension training and education)
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Key Take-aways

• Strong governance model as best policy

• Well defined roles & responsibilities

• Keeping informed of evolving regulatory 
framework

• Best practices enables client retention & growth

• Robust processes helps to reduce liability
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Thank you

Matt Streeter, CFA
Vice President – Defined Contribution & Retirement
Franklin Templeton Investments
mstreet@frk.com
416-433-7169


